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1 – Definition of the High risk site  

 

1.1. Location  

 

The high – risk site, that I have been treated on road infrastructure is in Vogošda, location 

Gornji Hotonj, chainage 111 +114 km. Vogošda is a secondary suburb and municipality of 

Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, located about 6 kilometers 

north of the city center and covering some 

72 km². 

Vogošda is one of two entrances to Sarajevo 

and therefore there is an enormous flow of 

traffic, especially at peak hours.  

1. traffic flows 12.000  

2. peak hours 07:00 – 09:00 am, 15:00 – 

18:00 pm 

As time passes Vogošda is developing and 

has become one of the larger municipalities 

in Bosnia, which leads to increasing 

concentrations of car on Main road M – 18, 

and this is the general problem of the 

municipality. 

Picture 1: High – risk site 

  

Namely, the existing road infrastructure is not very satisfactory results of which are frequent 

delays and accidents in this area.  

 

1.2. Accident data 

The following table presents data on traffic accidents in 2007, 2008 and 2009, classified by 

type of accident and the severity of the injured persons. 

 

Table 1. Accident data for 2007., 2008., 2009. year 

M – 18 
Gornji 
Hotonj 

Accident severity Casualty 

Damage 
only 

Slight and 
Serious 

Total 

Driver Passenger Pedestrian Total 

Slight Slight Slight 
 

2007 20 4 24 4 
  

4 

2008 23 6 29 3 3 
 

6 

2009 25 6 31 3 2 1 6 
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Diagram1: Traffic Accidents on the main road M - 18, section Gornji Hotonj, chainage 111 

+114 km  

 

 
Diagram 2.: Casualties in traffic accidents 

 

1.3. Why is this dangerous place? 

My high risk site was designed without any protective crash barrier. Furthermore, there is 

not enough space to avoid a potential car crash. If vehicles get off from the road, it will hit a 

steel poles for lighting. 
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Picture 2.: Problem: Lack of protective crash bariers 

 

 
Picture 3.: Problem: Vicinity of street lighting 
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Road pavement have moreover a waved form so that in some places it gives insufficient 

visibility.  

       
Picture 4: Problem: Lack of adequate road markings 

 

The main problems of this area are curves, lack of visibility, lack of traffic signs, inadequate 

marking of pavements, inadequate maintenance of roads, lack of protective barriers, 

insufficient road width to avoid a traffic accident, and the proximity of steel poles for 

lighting.  

     
Picture 5.: Problem: Curves, lack of visibility, lack of traffic signs 
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Picture 6.: Problem: Ditch and a water source near the road 
 

This all the above, prompted me to try to reduce: more often accidents and loss of innocent 

lives. I have been committed to propose low-cost measures in the area they selected to 

improve road infrastructure safety. This is why I am selected a high risk site right here.  
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2- Project proposal to treat the selected high risk site 

My proposal consisted in: 

 

 Installation safety crash barriers and road studs alongside of the road, which implies: 

update and replace the protective and pedestrian barrier, building berms (planning 

and alignment), planning and some partial repairs of slopes of cuttings and 

embankments, retaining walls, some partial repair of concrete curb. 

 

       
Picture 7.: Proposal to treat high risk site: Installation safety crash barriers 

 

 Installations road markings to avoid scarce visibility of curves, which implies: scraping 

the damaged wearing course asphalt pavement thickness of 4-5 cm, changing the 

surface wearing course of igneous units in a given locality.  

 

 Set horizontal and vertical signs, to be more visible to all users of the road, which 

implies: reconstruction and development of horizontal road markings (distribution 

and edge line width of 15 cm), building vertical traffic signs and replacing damaged.  
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Picture 8.: Proposal to treat high risk site: Pavement road markings and installation 

horizontal and vertical signs 

 

 The regulation of drainage (ditches, gutters, drainage, etc.) and set the grid and 

provide the best possible drainage; cleaning (pavement, drainage system, road, land, 

equipment, etc..); mowing grass and removing brush. 
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Picture 9.: Proposal to treat high risk site: Set the grid and provide the best possible 

drainage 

 

 Collapsible lighting columns and signs, mounted on shear bolts or made of yielding 

material and designed for electical safety  

 

 Improvement of winter mainteance 

 

The safety benefits of assessment are in:  
  

 Minimising the risk of accidents occurring in the future as a result of planning 
decisions on new transport infrastructure schemes.  
(Table 2. Accident data for December in 2010., January – June 2011) 
 

 Reducing the risk of accidents occurring in the future as a result of unintended effects 
of the design of road schemes.  

 

 Reducing the long – term costs associated with a planning decision or a road scheme.  
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 Enhancing the awareness of road safety needs among policy-makers and scheme 
designers. 

 

3- Campaign to get the high risk site treated 

After your visit to the Faculty of Transport and Communications was followed by 

preparations for the application of high - risk sites. Given the state of road infrastructure in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, and thus also in Sarajevo, it was almost impossible to decide what 

is the first and greatest need to be reconstructed. 

 

In an interview with the professor Osman Lindov and his assistant in traffic safety 

Omerhodžid Adnan, who have been the largest and unselfish support during all this time, 

especially during the campaign, I decided for this place, Vogošda, Gornji Hotonj. 

 

When I found out I was one of the participants of the camp in Brussels 2010, I was delighted. 

Guided by the experiences of previous participants R2R project, I immediately went into 

action. 

 

Professor Osman Lindov helped me in the presentation of my work - he helped me to 

organized meeting with all students third and fourth year at the University where I 

presented my work and participation in the Camp in Brussels. 

 

Campaign includes relevant stakeholders: 

•   Local autorities (Police, Municipalities) 

•   Larger companies 

•   Local bussinesspersons 

•   Road administration 

•   Universities 

•   Citizens 

•   Mass media 

 

I started with the local police station in Vogošda and its employees. My first meeting was 

with associates of the police station working on the inspection of traffic accidents on my site 

- Alid Mufid and Džanko Halida. They helped me to get the records from the place of 

accidents, information about the place, time and the most common causes of traffic 

accidents, photo documentation, ect. 

 

As we have learned in the camp that the locals the best informed and best reporters on all 

issues related to their environment, in your campaign and I joined them. I was interviewed 

people who live near my location, which saw the most frequent causes of traffic accidents 
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and that these are problems that they encounter when passing through this site. I soon 

picked up their hearts and together we set out to achieve our common goal. 

 

In the period from 8 to 12 November 2010. The survey was conducted for the purpose of 

testing the current residents of the Gornji Hotonj satisfaction. A total of 400 people surveyed 

aged 6 to 66 + years. Questions asked were related to how they feel in terms of traffic 

safety, whether they experienced any discomfort or were in danger while using road, 

whether you consider it necessary to increase the level of security in this place and finally, 

whether they consider that this roads hazardous place when it comes to traffic safety. 

 

The survey results showed a worrying situation given that almost 90% of respondents felt 

unsafe, while 81% believe that the competent cantonal and municipal authorities should 

make efforts to solve the problem of reducing the number of traffic accidents, the problem 

of speed on the road, and the problem of winter maintenance. Also, 90% of respondents 

believe that this is a risky high-traffic location.  

 

 

 
Diagram A.: Gender structure of the surveyed population 

 

Table A.: Gender structure of the surveyed population 

Gender Number of surveyed Percentage (%) 

Male 235 59 

Female 165 41 

TOTAL 400 100 
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Diagram B:: The age structure of the surveyed population 

 

Table B.: The age structure of the surveyed population 

Age Number of surveyed Percentage (%) 

< 10 6 1 

10 – 15 17 4 

15 – 20  44 7 

20 – 30  102 26 

30 – 40  100 25 

40 – 50  89 22 

50 – 60  28 11 

> 60 14 4 

TOTAL:  400 100 

 

 

 
Diagram C.: Answers on the question: Do you feel safe when using this road? 
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Table C.: Answers on the question: Do you feel safe when using this road? 

Answer Number of surveyed Percentage (%) 

„I feel safe“ 57 14 

„I feel partially safe“ 135 34 

„I feel unsafe“ 208 52 

TOTAL: 400 100 

 

 
Diagram D.: Answers on the question: Do you think this is a high risk site? 

 

Table D.: Answers on the question: Do you think this is a high risk site? 

Answer Number of surveyed Percentage (%) 

Yes 359 90 

No 29 7 

I don't know 12 3 

TOTAL: 400 100 

 

Here I was faced with a big problem: where and how to address and continue the implementation of 

the campaign. Nobody wanted to saw that they may hear, none of the TV and radio stations I could 

not convince me to join the program. I thought that this is the end of everything. And then I decided 

to try with some print media and internet. 

Presentation of my work on the reconstruction of roads, as well as my participation in the Camp was 

published on the website Auti.ba (click at the link below) 

http://www.auti.ba/index.php?sel=news&type=1&view=2498, 

 as well as magazine Auto-Plus. So, in the very beginning I based my campaign on the population that 

would sooner "hear" and "understand" the needs of reconstruction and repair of high - risk site. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.auti.ba/index.php?sel=news&type=1&view=2498
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Picture 10.: An article in transport magazine Auto Plus 

 

After this, with help of Letter recommendation and my Student Diploma from the ETSC things have 

turned in my favour. 

Namely, police employees Alid Mufid and Džanko Halida helped me to get in touch with the mayor 

Vogošda Mr. Asim Sarajlid, with the chief of police Vogošda Zaim Sarid and with the police 

commander Vogošda Džemal Arnaut where I presented my solution and all benefits  what would it 

meant for local residents and beyond for the city of Sarajevo. After a resentment, they accepted my 

decision and in cooperation with the Federal Directorate of Road perform remediation of high - risk 

site. 

 
Picture 11.:  Meeting with officials from the Ministry of Interior Affairs with the help of the 

marketing agency "Boram" 
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Also, during my campaign, I made a successful cooperation with marketing agency "Boram", and with 

their help, I presented my high-risk site and solution to several round tables, Sarajevo, Goražde, 

Mostar. All this was accompanied by the media. Local TV stations and newspapers. 

   
Picture 12.:  Meeting with officials from the police and citizens with the help of the 

marketing agency "Boram" 

 

As always, every beginning is difficult, and I'm starting my campaign. It was a difficult to 

persuade people to listen to me, and especially to invest in the presented solution. At the 

very beginning all were open minded, but when you should do something concrete, not 

everything went so easily. But I had the luck, that last year was an election year, and the 

government have already been planned for some funds to invest in infrastructure. Luckily, so 

I was react relatively on time and manage to directed part of these funds in the renovation 

of my high-risk site. 

  
Picture 13.: Commissioner of the local police and assistant 
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Vogošda Municipality in cooperation with local police applied for the reconstruction of this 

part of the main road. The request was submitted to the Federal Directorate for Roads, they 

saw a problem and approve the request. Work started in March and were completed. 

Framework budget for the works on this site would amount to approximately 7,500 KM, and 

the work could be completed within one working week. 

 

Solution that can help to increase the level of security on the site can be presented in the 

form of construction work and installation of additional elements of vertical traffic signs that 

give drivers a better perception of the upcoming curve. 

 

Now I had a great deal of work done, I was left only with the problem of lighting columns. It 

is the steel columns that were before the war used to wear contact network. Namely, this 

road is used as a route for transport Trolleybus connecting Vogočda to downtown Sarajevo. 

 

Further development of my campaign was directed towards the city Public Enterprise 

“Gras”. In early June I had a meeting with Executive Director of “Grass”, mr. Mustafa 

Mehanovid. I asked him the question: “Whether the plan is to reinstall the before mentioned 

trolley line?” In conversation I found out that they have plans and that the Cantonal Ministry 

sent a request, given the amount of funds needed to restore it. 

 

Then I applied for a meeting with the Cantonal Minister of Transport. The request was 

approved and I 15.7. 2011. I met with the Minister who told me the following: 

 

“Establishing a trolley line was in plan immediately after the war, but there was no means 

interested donors. Whatever 1999. ATC consortium of La specie, Liguria region, Italy, shows 

interest in establishment of trolleybus traffic for Vogošda and March 2006. Whatever. signed 

a cooperation agreement between the Utilities and Transportation Company ATC Utility of 

public companies “Gras” in order to realize the project “Trolley in Sarajevo”. To restore the 

trolleybus traffic for Vogošda is necessary: 

 Build two-way contact network to share Vogošda in length about 9 km, the 

rehabilitation of existing and installation of a few new poles of contact network. 

 Electro-school facilities in substations "Hotonj" and "Vogošča" and the purchase and 

installation of complete equipment. 

 Taking about 10 km feeder cables from the substation to the electro-feeder network 

contact points section. 

 Provide 10 kV power of these substations. 

 

As for the existing poles, they would be re-used for hanging contact network. Two-way 

contact network are otherwise provided for two typical solutions: 

1. hanging contact network poles in the cantilever 
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2. hanging contact network to default "paraphiliand ropes" 

One of the pillars contact network used for the installation of public lighting lamps.” 

 

This was discussed in the Document 1. Cantonal Ministry of Traffic: Establishing a trolley line 

(picture of the document is in part 4 – Achievements of the project) 
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4-Achievements of the project  

  

As I mentioned earlier, I was able to implement most of the proposed measures. Here you 

can see the solution of the Federal Directorate of Roads, and the table where are presented  

number of traffic accidents made by Vogošda Police Station, for the month of December, 

2010., January and February, 2011. 

 

The decision of the Directorate for Roads are listed all the works covered by the 

reconstruction of high-risk site. 

 

 
Document 1.: Federal Directorate of Roads: List of implemented measures on the high - risk 

site 

 

In this document is discussed about:  

 

We hereby confirm that during the period of March 2011. The completed rehabilitation of 

main road M 18, section Jošanica - Vogošda - Sarajevo, which included the following works: 

• Turning the damaged asphalt surfacing wear layer 4-5 cm thick, 

• changing the surface of the wear layer of volcanic aggregates in a given locality, 

• Cleaning (roadways, drainage systems, road, land, equipment, etc..) 

• mowing grass and removing brush, 
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• Reconstruction and development of horizontal markings on the pavement (distribution and 

edge line width of 15 cm), 

• completion of the vertical traffic signs and replacing damaged 

• complement and replace the protective fences and walking, 

• arrangement of the drainage system (ditches, gutters, drainage, etc.) 

• Planning shoulders (planning and alignment), 

• Planning and some partial repairs of slopes of cuttings and embankments, retaining walls, 

• some partial repair of concrete curb. 

 
Picture14.: Installation of protective crash barriers 

 
 

 
 

Picture 15: Road pavement (An adequate road markings) 
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Picture 16:. Installation of the vertical signs 
 
Document below  is a statement that Canonal Ministry and Public Enterprise "Gras" in 
collaboration with the Italian ATC  is working on restoring trolley line that will connect with 
Vogosca Center Sarajevo. As for the existing poles, they would be re-used for hanging 
contact network. 
 

    
Document 2.: Cantonal Ministry of traffic: Establishing a trolley line 
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And at the end of this final report you can see list of traffic accidents for time period from 
beginning of December 2010 to beginning of July 2011. Here you can see that there was a 
reduction in the number of traffic accidents compared to the previous three years (see 
table1.) 
Table 2. Accident data for December in 2010., January – July 2011. 

M – 18 
Gornji 
Hotonj 

Accident severity Casualty 

Damage 
only 

Slight and 
Serious 

Total 

Driver Passenger Pedestrian Total 

Slight Slight Slight 
 

 
10 4 14 2 2 - 4 

 

 
 Document 3.: Police station Vogošća: Accident data 

  
Diagram3.: Accident data- comparing for 2007-2011 year 


